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Hailed because the "patron saint of farmers' markets" by the Guardian and called one of the
"great food activists" simply by Vanity Fair's David Kamp, Nina Planck is normally single-handedly
changing just how we view "real meals. The New York Times said that Real Meals "poses a
convincing alternative to the prevailing dietary suggestions, even those treated as gospel," and
that "radical" as Nina's ideas could be, the case she produces them is "eminently practical."" An
essential and primary contribution to the hot debate about what to eat and just why, Real Food
is a completely researched rebuttal to dietary fads and a clarion demand the return to old-
fashioned foods.In lively, personal chapters on produce, dairy, meat, fish, chocolate, and
additional genuine foods, Nina explains how historic foods like beef and butter have already
been falsely accused, while industrial foods like corn syrup and soybean oil have created a triple
epidemic of obesity, diabetes, and heart disease.
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. I recommend it.Although a lot of what she says flies when confronted with "standard wisdom",
she makes a compelling argument. She writes about her personal experiences.And don't agree
with the "sector lobbying" argument. Up coming to the piddling lobby groups of the meat, dairy,
and eggs industries, the fattening, diabetes- and obesity-leading to low-fat, high-carbohydrate
diet plan is, in part, a creature of the much larger food industry that process grains, corn, corn
syrup, corn starch, transfatty junk and junk food, and so on -- the same grain-based sector has
long been the main backer -- for a lot more than sixty years -- of the American Heart Association,
which proceeds to give Americans the disastrous guidance to eat even more carbohydrates.The
AHA and the USDA's dietary guidelines are ultimately to blame. The food industry simply follows
shifting public preferences and "official" guidelines, in turn shaped by the official anti-fat
propaganda that started in the 1950s and blossomed in the 1970s, authorities corn subsidies, as
well as other myths -- such as the supposed "naturalness" of vegetarianism -- since embedded in
such federal government food programs as meals stamps, WIC, and children's lunches.The
association ultimately is a homonymic superstition: fat molecules is not at all the same as body
fat and isn't "fattening." It's a three-era hoax of "official research," which is never science. All of
my bloodstream diagnostics numbers are now optimal. Here's another jewel of a reserve on
diet.Us citizens are fat and sick because they eat poor food and a significant amount of of it all!
WHAT ELSE CAN IT BE?.? I've read many books about good food and diet but that one is
excellent--it's written in an enjoyable, easy to read format, it's really right down to earth (like if
your funds are limited, like the majority of folks, what foods are the most crucial to spend on),
and you will feel really comfy passing this to uninformed close friends or relatives. What? If you
read one publication on the subject, let this end up being the one. A farmers' marketplace
proponent and an enthusiast of natural whole foods, Nina Planck is relentlessly persuasive in her
book "Real Food. Yum! Olestra anyone? How about some fine Splenda? Yum...Great foods get
yourself a "bad press". You've made this world a better place.? It's revenue. She contrast her
"genuine food" with "industrial food", the ready-made meals that forms the basis for our
modern diet programs. You can go off that really harmful to you statin drug. Those aches and
pains and weakness begin to go away. Can you find some in your diet every day? What
blasphemy! Irresponsible! Plenty of opinions, study stats, historical info, but not much concise
summary tying it all together with a summary that boils down the "dos and don'ts" based on info
presented. A better book I highly recommend for men and women is "the anti estrogenic diet
plan" Bought this because a reliable friend who have has been on the dieting rollercoaster and
lastly won the battle said it was transformational and essential to her achievement... Such food is
generally meats, seafood, eggs, butter--all the foods that folks have eaten through history, and
have now fallen out of favor. Of training course you don't! I am one of DO's "most healthy"
patients and not just in my generation, but out of most of his individuals.Here's an interesting
publication: "The Roman Cookery of Apicius" by John Edwards. It seems people were eating
exactly like Nina Planck thousands of years ago! The majority of what we consume today is
inexpensive cr*p created from the cheapest stuff to be found! IT ISN'T food folks!Contrary to
popular belief once you start a diet abundant with GOOD body fat and proteins and clean clean
vegetables and fruit and STOP excessive consumption of carbs your "Cholesterol and Lipids
Panel" drops to normal! It's cr*p... You are a profit middle. You are everything you eat. Yep,
they're there too...You can begin right now to eat better and feel much better. Real Meals by
Nina Planck is normally another good place to start.. Feel much better now?Ten Superstars
**********Thank you Saint Nina. I've read many books about good food and nutrition but this
one is excellent--it's written .welcome to diet/medical hell. However, she tempers her



enthusiasm by recommending these "genuine foods" only from animals that live in more natural
conditions-- grass fed cattle that have area to roam; hens that are not only really "free range",
but also free ranging and able to find not merely "chicken feed", but natural grubs, etc. You
begin to lose fat! As she says, eat around the edge of your grocery store. If we ate what we were
likely to eat-what traditional people have always eaten-like grass feed beef, real, dairy, real
cheese, real butter, chicken that was allowed to roam and eat what it is likely to eat, etc.
However, my very own feeling after completing the reserve was a longing to eat more naturally--
something I know is and probably will be difficult for most of this crowded world. I highly
recommend the book. Incredible Life Changing Book If you care about what you feed your body
and the humane treatment of animals then this book is a must. Nina Planck gives us an easy to
learn and understand history of farming and contrasts how farming was likely to use what
industrialized farming did to your food supply, our bodies and farm animals. Planck so clearly
demostrates why people have become obese, depressed,tired and unhealthy-it's because we're
filling our bodies with fake,chemical laden processed food items. The book is interesting and well
crafted, although repeated analyzes of varied forms of excess fat can bog the reader down a
bit...,true food raised and treated with respect, then we'd all be healthier and happier and the
globe would be a cleaner, better place for all lifestyle forms. Throughout the reserve, Planck
reveals how history has confirmed that traditional entire organic foods ought to be the accurate
American diet plan as our ancestors and indigenous people across the world have been eating
raw foods for a large number of years and were in great form and in superior wellness. It's
written in a far more of a narrative, not a prescriptive format. There are several great books out
there about real food, but that is my favorite. She actually is an educational and interesting
writer. What a great reserve. The more folks out there who are enlightened on genuine food and
traditional farming the better off we'll all end up being. I bet you can! I highly recommend it.
Many thanks Nina Planck for composing such a gem. Where's the Framingham Study on carbs?
Food for Thought The author makes a compelling case for a return to "aged food"-- food which
has provided natural sustenance for years and years.?Mangia bene!Carbs and sugar are bad
foods. I thought it would be the same old thing, since the reserve was written a decade ago, but
it's a very current and refreshing read. right on pure and simple Eating according to this book
changed my life! Nina's publication changed my life and my health! Once I began eating whole
true foods and improved my intake of whole real traditional fats, my wellness improved
dramatically. THE LIFE YOU SAVE MAY BE YOUR OWN Ah Ha!. I haven't acquired the flu in 17
years (no flu photos for me) and hardly ever get colds. An unexpected side-effect of drinking
whole natural milk is usually I haven't had a cavity in 6 years, and I used to get them annual.
Eating according to the book changed my life! Bad investment. Well Okay. I love my pal, but
regret spending money on this book. After reading her publication I feel like I have experienced
a lesson in anthropology, agriculture, background, psychology and diet all in a single. Heretical!
(Should be go through cover to cover to obtain the big picture to create sense, and also then it's
a lot of piecemeal info that doesn't appear to movement logically.) I browse "the anti estrogenic
diet" 10 years ago and it remains the gold standard for books that explain "what things to eat
and why". Real Food This book is great for explaining why what we consume in this country
makes us sick. If you are interested in getting off processed food items and want to understand
what they perform to your body and what is normally best for your body, that is a publication for
you. I'm an improved, healthier person from scanning this book. Read together with the
excellent books of Gary Taubes and Nina Teicholz. I could relate having been raised on real
meals myself and suffering the consequences of moving away from in this manner of eating. Five



Stars The book is very informational without having to be boring A Recommended Go through
and One to RETAIN IN Your Collective Library. Think about bad fats?" Planck provides evidence
why Americans and specifically children, should consume actual foods and backs up her
statements using passed published scientific research, including results from Weston A. Price.
Planck's words are therefore true and so clear and scientifically proven. This is obvious in the
Kenyan Masai, whose daily food diet consists of raw milk and meat but is in a healthy body,
nevertheless. The Stone Age diet, like raw meats and pet organs, was what our ancestors
consumed for most centuries until we developed to farming for our meals. Things started to
change, however, for the misfortune of later generations. Four Stars Excellent book for
understanding health.
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